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In the previously mentioned expression, the two primary 1
windings of Fig. 7 are N42 andN,4. The short-circuited secondary Error in vars per unit = (1 + a cot 0)
-1
winding is N12. The two portions of the secondary resistance
reflected into the primary circuit are R42 and R14. There is no With further manipulationi,independent primary winding resistance as in Fig. 6.
Error in vars per unit= [(1-RCF)+a cot 01
Appendix II. Formula for Metering Error RCF
VAR M{ETERING
VOLTAMPERE NMETERINGTrue vars = VI sin 0
1 Voltamperes = N/wattsI+vars2Measured vars = - VI sin (0+ a)RCF If the watts are measured correctly, the error in voltamperes
1 caused by the error in vars may be calculated.
= RCF VI (sin 0 cos ae+cos 1 sin n+)
RC ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~CFor small angles cos ae l1and sin a=a (in radians), however, VI (meas)= i(VI cos O)l+LVFI RCF sn&a o
Measured vars= VI (sin 0+-a cos 0) P u VI (meas)-VIRCF Per unit error in voltamperes= VI
RCF VI (sin 0+4a cos 0)-VI sin 0 2Error in varsper unit R VhCos 0)2+LRCF (sin 04a csCOS 0)
Closed and Open Design Projects in the
Education of Engineers
Ole I. Franksen, Member IEEE
Abstract. The two aspects of engineering education are the type, in which the total primiiitive system is fixed iil advance.teaching of science and the teaching of design. By "design" is In the final stages of his education the engineer should bemeant the procedure of selecting and combining distinct elements
to create complete systems which will perform useful functions. asked to solve the more difficult open design problems, inIn this paper, the author describes the application of this concept which some or all elements of the primitive system are
of design teaching at The Technical University of Denmark, developed during the design process.
after a procedure which includes a sequence of closed and open
design projects in both computational and experimental labora-
tories. The System Concept
To accomplish his purpsoses, the fengineer must be able toClosed and OpenDesign Projects describe the external world and the objects it contains in
After the engineering student has absorbed and learned howv
to use some scientific knowledge, he undertakes the study of Pae31T6-4,rco endadapovdbthPwr
design. To dIO this, he iS provided with an array of separate Engineering Educationl Committee of the IEEE Power Group for
mzaterials and parts (the "primitive system") and asked to presentation at the IEEE Winter Power Meeting, New York, N. Y.,
select some of these elements and to combine them suitably January 31-February 5, 1965. .Manuscript submitted September 10,1964; made available for printing December 9, 1964.into either a simple piece of equipment or a more complex ..FANENiwthhelcrcPorEnneigDpamn,
aggregate. The initial projects should be of the closed design The Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark.
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definite and distinctive terms. It is common sense that an phenomena with known properties) from which the system-
object, to be identifiable, must be a discrete thing separated elements are to be selected is the basis of the design process.
from its surroundings by discontinuities which persist in either This aggregate is designated the primitive system, an analogy
space or time; it must be a thing, moreover, which has distinct to Gabriel Kron's electric network concept. The process of
and independent properties. Thus, most engineering prod- designing a primitive system and the rules for the possible
ucts can be perceived as identifiable objects. manners of interconnection are called standardization if the
The engineer who is to design and build a project cannot criteria applied are oriented toward optimizing the total of the
regard it as a black box, a phenomenon; he must consider many different systems to be designed from the primitive sys-
each given product as an aggregate of identifiable objects tem in question.
bounded by certain discontinuities. The identifiable objects The establishment of international norms and standards
are generally termed elements, while the aggregate is called for rotating electric machinery is standardization aimed at
a system. Since elements are discrete objects, each with its building up a primitive system in accord with customer wishes.
independent properties, they are normally recognized as The elements are specific machines regarded as phenomena
phenomena. with known properties such as shaft height, horsepower, and
The designation of an element in any chosen system is speed. A motor manufacturer, on the other hand, interprets
arbitrary. In a given project, the engineer may combine international norms and standards as fixed requirements to be
the elements into a few more complex objects called sub- met by his designs. To him, standardization (often termed
systems, or he may resolve them into a larger number of less internal standardization) is the development of the single
complex objects called components. The relations among parts of the machines to be manufactured in a way which will
components, elements, subsystems, and the complete system minimize the overall production cost.
are like the relations among Chinese boxes. When mathe- Depending upon the way in which the primitive system is
matically expressed, these relations are recursive. defined, i.e., the availability of distinct elements, two types
The properties of a product which has been identified as a of design problems may be distinguished. When the total
system by virtue of its discontinuities with its environment primitive system is fixed in advance, it is a closed design prob-
are given as functions of the properties of each of the isolated lem. When the primitive system, or parts of it, are developed
elements, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, as func- during the design process, it is an open design problem.
tions of the manner in which the distinct elements are inter- Closed design problems are typical in the manufacture of
connected to form the system. standardized products in the apparatus industries, while open
When the engineer is building or using a system, he is design problems are typified by the building of bridges, large
aiming at a desired interaction between the system and its ships, and electric power plants. The latter are usually
environment. He regards this interaction as a function of one-time problems.
the system properties produced by a specified set of external
influences impressed upon the system. The interaction may The Education of Engineers
be expressed in terms of either states of the system or flows
through it, according to the scope of the project to be carried The aim of engineering education is to bridge the gap be-
out. tween the acquirement of scientific knowledge, as presented in
lectures, and the solution of the practical multiple-answer
industrial problems the student will meet during his pro-
The Design Concept fessional career. The student must be taught an engineering
way of thinking, in order that he may visualize structures,
The engineering function of design may be defined as the make engineering judgments, realize the need to compromise,
procedure, based upon certain criteria, in which basic prin- and be able to cope with both abstractions and tangible things.
ciples are used to realize a system which will satisfy specified The student should acquire skills which will enable him to
requirements, when subjected to a given set of impressed recognize and define an engineering multiple-answer problem,
external influences. to plan its method of solution, to execute the required com-
Four steps are usually taken in designing a system, whether putations and experiments, to verify the solution he has oh-
it is a machine, an apparatus, a plant, or a method: tained and, finally, to present the results either orally or in
1. The discontinuities between the proposed system and the writing. He should be able to do all this in a systematic,
impressed external influences are defined, then organized or expedient, and practical way.
structured in a way that will yield an outline of the system in A student learnls only by what he does. Therefore, he
terms of the relations between the desired interaction (states or must perform projects on his own initiative, building up sys-flows) and the external influences.
tems from elements by successive approximations, in computa-2. A synthesis is performed by selecting appropriate elemeints tional and experimental laboratories. Since a student learns
and interconnecting them into a system. toa n xeietllbrtre.Sneasuetlan
3Andinalysisdeteronnectinghthemeinto system. decided most readily by proceeding from the specific to the general and3. A analysis determines whether the system decided upon by solving simple problems before approaching difficult ones,
satisfies the given requirements. The analysis can be either it .inecssary toane aequne oaboratory ojes
computational, if based upon a mathematical model established it iS necessary to arrange a sequence of laboratory projectsfrom theory, or experimental, if the developed system or its which will challenge him with 1) problems of analysis, 2)
corresponding laboratory model is evaluated by tests. closed design problems, and 3) open design problems.
4. An optimization is performed, since a normal design problem The engineering analysis problems to be solved by com-does not have a unique solution. Certain criteria, such as putation should familiarize the student with applications of
minimum cost or minimum weight, are used to determine from the theory developed in the classroom. Similar problems
what part in the solution-space the system-configuration must sle xeietly ihlbrtr qimn sdibe cosenforbestcomliane wth te gven equremets.prespecified ways, provide the student with the basic skills
Thus, design consists of selecting from available elements and techniques of measurement. The characteristic feature
and then interconnecting these selected elements into a of these analytical problems, presented in both kinds of lab-
system. The aggregate of distinct elements (construed as oratories, is that they usually have unique solutions.
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On the other hand, closed or open design problems have planned electric machinery design projects in the com-
multiple answers. Here the student is told what is wanted putational laboratory if these are presented as the foundationbut not how he is to do it. By starting with projects of the for a later advanced course in design by digital computers
closed design type with relatively few elements in the [3], [4]. A basic purpose in such courses should be to giveprimitive system; then continuing with projects having the students the ability to subdivide a problem into its manygradually more extensive primitive systems;- and, finally, component parts.
presenting open design problems (where the number of ele-. Usually, computers can be used only in the analysis phase
ments in the primitive system is unlimited), the student ex- of planning and utilizing electric power utility networks, since
ercises progressively more freedom; he is required to make these are normally open design problems [2]. However, the
more decisions, to do more planning, and to use greater skill in development of the macroprogramming languages [51 hasperforming his assignment. provided powerful new methods for using computers on a wideTo motivate the students and to arouse their interest, closed range of problems. The wide perspective for system studies
and open design projects should be stated in terms of engineer- inherent in Gabriel Kron's theories also provides inspirationing reality. They should be based on the results of industrial for the best students. It seems clear that the system and
experience, or should utilize practical machines and apparatus interconnected-circuit viewpoints traditionally associated with
which can be taken apart or changed in material ways. The electric power are a growing trend in engineering education.
university grading system should take into account the im- For system-oriented projects in the experimental labora-portance of computational and experimental laboratory work, tory, "kits" of machine parts and relatively inexpensive andin association with the study of theory, in order that the diverse items and apparatus should be provided [6]-[9].
working loads of the two sides of his education may seem fairly Every effort should be made to provide interesting newbalanced to the student. materials and devices; the students should be free to inventThe use of closed design problems as an intermediate and develop projects of their own. The project laboratory of
step in laboratory projects provides economies in teaching, this type developed at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute [7]because it is relatively easy to compare and evaluate the is an example of what may be done to encourage the interestdifferent student responses to these simple problems. More- of good students. Here, Alnico, Lodex, Saturistors, and
over, inexperienced instructors can take effective charge of silicon rectifiers were used in association with a variety of smallthis kind of student project, under the supervision of one rotating machines and the Emmerling torque transducer.
or a very few experienced staff members. However, the support of the power industry is essential, ifThe chief problems in developing a computational or ex- laboratory projects of the open design type are to be carriedperimental laboratory closed design project are the choice through, year after year, with new ideas.
and procurement of those elements of the primitive system
with which the students will work. The primitive system Electric Machinery Design Laboratoryshould be large enough to give the student the impression
that be is working with a genuine problem in engineering During the past 4 years, a computational laboratory coursedesign and to subject him to all the difficulties, delays, and in closed design problems has been offered as part of the curric-frustration typical of such problems; also, it should be ulum at The Technical University of Denmark. This course,
sufficiently limited to permit the teacher to guide and inspire which extends over 24 4-hour sessions, is within the field ofthe students with a reasonable amount of time and effort. electric machinery and industrial power systems but is graded
separately.
Problems in the Electric Power Engineering Field The introductory project in the course is the design of apower transformer to customer specifications; this providesIn the universities, the subject of electric power must com- the student with a typical closed design problem. At thepete with electronics, computer design, solid-state physics, start of the course, he is given a sheet stating 1) the rating of
nucleonics, and other newly important topics for the interest the transformer to be designed, 2) the short-circuit reactance,
of students. The result has been that, everywhere, power 3) the preferred ratio of load-to-no-load losses, and 4) a stand-
engineering courses have been eurtailed or dropped altogether ard practice book [10] giving all the elements of the primitive[1]. system. It is then the student's responsibility to arrange theThe only way to reverse this trend would be to motivate computations and select those elements of standard practicebright students to study and work in the power field. The necessary to determine, by cut-and-try methods, the mostauthor believes this can be done if the universities are willing economical transformer design for the given requirements.to take the necessary steps and if they have the support of the The standard practice book gives instructions in ten groups;electric power industry. In view of the vast extent and im- these instructions contain the rudiments for solving detailedportance of electric power supply, it seems worthwhile to design problems and specify costs plus the materials formove in this direction. the magnetic circuit, insulation, windings, losses, reactanceIt is of primary importance, in power option courses, to and forces, tank and radiators, and bushings and tap changers.
recognize the great influence of digital computers on both A vital part of the project is a visit to one of the local powertheory and the computational aspects of design; this influence transformer factories. Here the students can observe, indates back to the first industrial transformer designs some detail, the manufacture of the kind of power transformers theytwelve years ago. Traditionally, the design of electric ma- are to design and discuss their problems with experienced
chinery has been taught as a "cook book" course, which left designers. The cooperation of the power industries in arrang-little to the imagination or to the judgment of the students ing these visits is a helpful mleans of inspiring the students.
and was unrelated to other engineering design fields. At the end of the project, the students hand in filled-outIt should be realized that electric machine design problems design sheets with short reports on what they have done.
are now chiefly of the closed type, so that computers may take Although this project requires a great deal of work, the stu-over synthesis and optimization as well as the analysis phase dents have been deeply interested because it challenges their[2]. Therefore, students should be greatly interested in well- creative abilities. To tell the students the results im-
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mediately and to show them the scope of what they have should appreciate the growtinig importance of digital coinputers
learned, a digital computer program has been developed for in solving engineering design problems.
the IBM 7074 computer, by which the students' answers can Because design is the essence of engineering, it should be
be automatically corrected by reading the figures on the design the keystone of an engineering education [14]-[16]. Although
sheets into the computer. At the end of the course, there is a various aspects of engineering design may be reduced to
concluding discussion on how to carry out electric machinery formal disciplines, design will remain an art which can be
design on digital computers. mastered only by actual practice. The roles of computational
and experimental pIojects laboratories are to bring learning-
Experimental Laboratory Projects by-doing into the engineering curriculum. It is believed that
The Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Projects Laboratory the stepwise approach, in terms of the sequence of closed and
[7]-[9] offers problems chiefly of the open design type, with open design problems advocated in this paper, is a desiiable
ac machines such as those regularly used in power systems. way of accomplishing the aim.
It is expected that further developments in this laboratory will
introduce closed design projects, as well. References
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